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ABSTRACT
Title of Research Paper:

Risk Assessment of Navigation Safety in the
Water Area of Bohai

Degree:

MSc

According to the ship safety management, navigation safety is a large and complex
system, and it is constituted by the factors of "man - machine (ship) - environment management". Navigation risk is made up of the superimposition of elements in the
system and the various causes, including human unsafe behaviors and physical
unsafe conditions, environment and management. In the thesis, based on several
main risk factors affecting the navigation safety in the water area of Bohai
(hydrometeorology, route conditions, vessel traffic, maritime supervision), the author
sets up qualitative analysis from chapter 2 to chapter 5, and divides the risk factors
into five grades, lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3), higher (4), highest (5), and
determines the level of risk of each factor respectively for quantitative analysis in
chapter 6. In the end, the author identifies, analyzes, and takes measures against the
potential risk, with the purpose to improve the navigation safety.

Keywords: Risk Assessment, Hydrometeorology, Route Conditions, Vessel
Traffic, Maritime Supervision, Grey System,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background of Research

Surrounded by Shandong Peninsula and the Liaodong Peninsula, Bohai Sea is
located in the northernmost sea area of China, facing Hebei province and Tianjin on
the west. A connecting line between Laotieshan and Penglai forms the boundary on
the east; it is between Bohai Sea and Yellow sea. Bohai Sea is a continental sea in
China, with 300 nautical miles from north to south and 160 nautical miles from east
to west. It covers 77000 square kilometers. The water area of Bohai includes Bohai
Bay, Liaodong Bay, Laizhou Bay, Bohai Strait, with a long coastline and many
excellent harbors. Sea lanes in the water area of Bohai can link Liaodong Peninsula
and Jiaodong Peninsula, connecting East China and North China. The geographical
position is superior, so that this water area has always been one of the busiest water
areas in traffic. In Circum-Bohai Sea Economic Zone, there are many harbors, such
as Tianjin Port, Qinhuangdao Port, Jingtang Port, Huanghua Port, Caofeidian Port,
Dalian Port, Yantai Port, Yingkou Port, Jinzhou Port, Huludao Port, which are all
important trading ports. In recent years, with the development of Circum-Bohai Sea
Economic Zone, port handling capacity and ship quantity in the water area of Bohai
has witnessed rapid increase, so this water area has become one of the busiest regions
in the world. With the increase of port handling capacity and vessel traffic flow,
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traffic density and encounter rate hidden trouble of traffic accidents has also
increased. Moreover, with the construction of deepwater wharfs being put into use,
the traffic flow of ultra large vessel will be increased significantly, besides that, as
the development of offshore oilfield and aquaculture and fishing, navigation
environment will become more and more complex.

On October 28, 2001, "Tonghui" vessel caught fire and exploded in inclement
weather. In the end this vessel sank, leading to 34 deaths. On February 27, 2003,
"Liaolvdu 7" vessel was out of control and sank, led to 4 deaths. On November 26,
2004, "Hailu 15" vessel sank, and 1 missing. On October 29, 2007, "ShenHai 1"
vessel sank in the storm wave. On September 6, 2009, "Taihejiu" sank in waves.
These marine perils have caused huge losses.

1.2 Research significance

In order to effectively improve the traffic safety management of the water area of
Bohai, standardize and simplify the traffic flow, ensure the navigation safety of ships,
enhance the shipping efficiency, prevent marine perils, and protect water
environment far from pollution, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive
investigation and study about the navigation safety in the water area of Bohai. In the
thesis, based on several main risk factors affecting the navigation safety in the water
area of Bohai (hydrometeorology, route conditions, vessel traffic, maritime
supervision), the author conducts qualitative analysis, according to the literature and
consulting experts, and divides the risk factors into five grades, lowest (1), lower (2),
medium (3), higher (4), highest (5), and lastly determines the level of risk with
corresponding measures to prevent traffic accidents and improve the level of
navigation safety. As an important water transport channel in our country, the
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navigation safety of the water area of Bohai is particularly important. Only through
the risk assessment of navigation safety in this region, can we enhance the ability of
maritime supervision, put forward some countermeasures to reduce risk reasonably,
and protect the waterway transportation safety in China.
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Chapter 2 Risk Factors Identification about Hydrometeorology

2.1 The factors of wind

The water area of Bohai has obvious characteristics of monsoon, and the winter
monsoon is from October to March next year, lasting about six months. Northerly
winds prevail in winter, which is mainly with the wind direction being northwest.
Winter monsoon is strong and steady. The heyday of summer monsoon is from May
to August. During this period, July and August are the most intense of summer
monsoon. Summer monsoon is southerly, which means wind direction is from
southeast. Summer monsoon is unstable and weak. Because of these geographical
conditions, the characteristics of the southeast monsoon are not apparent. Between
winter monsoon and summer monsoon, wind days have a period of transition. The
period of transition from winter to summer is a little bit longer, but the period of
transition from summer to winter is shorter. The wind in the northern water area of
Bohai is stronger than that in the south; the coastal wind is weaker than the pelagic
wind, due to the differences of the pressure gradient and the friction caused by the
land and sea. According to different seasonal distribution, the winter monsoon is the
largest, especially in January, and monthly average wind can reach to level 5. Spring
is in the second place. Summer is the weakest, followed by a gradual increase is in
autumn. From the geography distribution, the wind in Bohai Strait is stronger, and in
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the west coast is weaker. In Changxing Island and Bohai Strait, average wind is the
strongest in autumn and winter, monthly average wind is commonly level 4-5. Spring
is in the second place. Summer is the minimum; with an average wind is level 2-3. In
the west coast of the Bohai Sea, average wind is the strongest in spring, especially in
April, commonly around level 3-4. Winter is in the second place. Summer is the
weakest, particularly in August. The average wind is level 3. Average wind in
Liaodong Bay is strongest in spring, but annual maximum value appears in
November, with monthly average wind is level 4-5; summer monsoon is weaker, and
average wind in August is level 3.

Gale is one main severe weathers in this water area. Gale, with wind force above
level 8 can reach 60 days annually; more than level 6 can reach about 100 days
annually. (Sun, & Huang, 2004, 17-19) From the aspect of season, all the four
seasons have gale. The strongest gale is in the winter, and gale in spring is most
frequent. North and south gales occur frequently, sometimes east gale occurs. Gale in
winter is more stable and its duration is long. South and north gales in spring appear
alternately. Periodicity is obvious and generally level 6-8, with a not so long duration.
Gale in summer is less frequent, is generally caused typhoons and cyclones wave.
Thunder shower also often appears, but the range is small, the duration is short, and
disappears quickly. According to statistics for the last 30 years, typhoon in June only
appeared once in Bohai Sea, and July is the most frequent month. August may also
strike by typhoon and after September typhoon is very few in this water area.
Frequency of gale is growing in autumn, once a cold air southward, generally appear
a north gale, south gale is less. From the aspect of regional distribution, Bohai Strait
is a famous wind zone, under the influence of the same weather system; wind is
greater than that of other areas.
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Wind，can not only directly affect the movement of vessels, but also indirectly affect
vessels through waves and current. Influences of vessels, on the one hand, “leeway”
make the ship to drift leeward; on the other hand, the wind may produce deflection of
the ship. Relative bearing of wind and the level of wind determine the degree of
influence and the damage of ships. According to the experience of the voyage, base
on the influence degree and the damage degree of relative bearing of wind and the
level of wind for risk rating.

The risk rating of the wind can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 Risk rating of the wind
Relative bearing

Above level 8

Level 6-8

Level 4-6

Below Level 2-4

80°~90°

5

4

3

2

65°~80°

4

3

2

1

25°~65°

3

2

2

1

0°~25°

3

3

2

1

of

wind

Source: Compiled by the author.

2.2 The factors of waves

The waves in the water area of Bohai, are mainly controlled by the monsoon; they
are stronger in winter and weaker in summer; stormy waves are more than swells;
wavelength and cycle is shorter. The basic characteristics of the waves in the water
area of Bohai depend on the characteristics of wind and the geographical location.
The north stormy waves prevail in winter, while south stormy waves prevail in
summer. Due to the limitation of geographical location in the water area of Bohai,
waves are mainly composed of the stormy waves. Stormy waves are the most violent
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in winter, usually level 3-4, and other seasons are generally level 2-3. Under the
influence of the cold snap, typhoon or cyclone, there will appear heavy swells, even
reaching to level 6. This kind of sudden disastrous waves will appear in Bohai Strait.

In winter (December-January), north wind prevails in this water area, thus the
frequency of north stormy waves occupy 27%-28% each month, followed by the
frequency of northwest stormy waves accounting for 22% ~ 23%. The frequency of
northeast to northwest stormy waves accounts for about 60 %. The stormy waves
which are more than level 5 (≥ 2.8 m) account for more than 10% of the total.
Bohai Strait and the southeast of Tianjin are located in the bottom edge of northwest
and northeast wind zone, with frequent big waves; swells in this area are always the
remaining of stormy waves after they become smaller, the frequency of north swells
accounts for 42% and mainly appear in south coastal waters of Bohai. In spring
(April), north wind of this water area weakens, and south wind begins to increase.
The stormy waves in every direction can appear, but south stormy waves are of the
majority. The frequency of south stormy waves occupies 21%, and the frequency of
southeast and southwest stormy waves account for 18% and 12% respectively. The
frequency of stormy waves more than level 5 is about 4%. The stormy waves of
Liaodong Bay are smaller, whereas the wave height of Bohai Strait is bigger. The
number of swells is less, with the north swells being the majority, and the speed of
north waves is often greater than the other. In autumn (October), southeast wind in
this water area begins to abate. The north wind begins to affect this area, and the
frequency of northeast to northwest stormy waves account for about 43 %, but the
frequency of south to southwest stormy waves still account for about 27%. The
frequency of stormy waves which are more than level 5 can reach to 10%; swells
also increase and all of east, north, northwest swells can appear. Bohai Sea is an
inland sea，the pelagic waves can not easily rush into inland sea, therefore waves in
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this water area were characterized by the stormy waves; Because of the narrow strait
and short wind zone, the wind can create the waves and stay stable in short time. In
the water area of Bohai, wave period and wave height distribution have something in
common, wave period less than 5 s on average. All in all, wave period in winter half
year is long, whereas that in summer half year is short. (Yin, & Zhang, 2006, 84-86)

Wave height of swells in Bohai Strait is mainly concentrated in 0.3-2.2 m monthly,
and the frequency of swells accounts for above 80%. The frequency of swells which
wave height is higher than 2.3 m accounts for above 15% in winter half year and
fewer than 8% in summer half year. N-NW swells prevail in the winter half year, and
SE-S swells prevail in the summer half year.

The waves affect the ship including the longitudinal, transverse and vertical.
Longitudinal waves to make deck wetness, even may appear the phenomenon of
propeller idling and damage of the propeller; Vertical waves can make cargo shifting
and damage equipment when they are heavier; Transverse waves can make ship sway,
cargo shift, damage equipment, deck wetness, even ship capsizing when they are
large. According to the wave’s impact on ship safety, based on wave direction and the
level of the waves for risk rating.

The risk rating of the waves can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 Risk rating of the waves
Above level 7

Level 6-7

Level 4-5

Below level 3

（Raging waves）

（Surge）

（Huge waves）

（Little waves）

45°~90°

5

5

4

3

15°~45°

5

3

2

1

Wave direction

8

0°~15°

5

4

3

2

Source: Compiled by the author.

2.3 The factors of current

The tide in the water area of Bohai is due to the influence of the Pacific Ocean tidal
wave, tidal wave revolves toward left one circle about 12 hours. Because the water
depth is shallow and there are many rivers, harbors, islands along the coast, the tide
condition is relatively complex. The south of Liaodong Peninsula, Tuanshan Cape,
Daqing River Estuary to Tanggu, Dakou River Estuary to Longkou belong to the
irregular semidiurnal tide; Niangniang Temple, Daqing River Estuary to artificial
river Estuary belong to the irregular diurnal tide; Xinlitun to Qinhuangdao port
belong to the normal diurnal tide.; Tanggu to Dakou River Estuary, Longkou to
Penglai belong to the regular semidiurnal tide. Individual regions are affected by
terrains, such as Longkou port, and it may appear a phenomenon like single day tide.
Coast of Bohai Bay and Laizhou Bay always have storm surges.

Because the water depth is shallow and the ocean current is weak, the role of tidal
current is very important in the Bohai Sea. In general, in the near shore, strait, water
channel, harbor and other narrow spaces, because of limitation of terrain, there are
reversing current. In open seas, there are rotary current. The velocity of tidal current
is about 1-2 kn in general, in Huludao and Qinhuangdao is 2.5-3 kn, the maximum
velocity can reach to 6.25 kn near shore of Laotieshan. The types of tidal current in
Bohai Sea are shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Types of tidal current in Bohai Sea
Source: Liaoning MSA. (2013)

In addition to wind-driven current, there is circulation which is composed of costal
current system and warm current system. The speed of wind-driven current is 2.5%
of the speed of wind on average, and is stronger in winter and weaker in summer.
The direction of wind-driven current is the wind towards the right to 15-20°. The
influence in depth is generally 10 m, and the maximum is 20-30 m. In Bohai Strait,
there is always circulation from north to south, and the velocity of it is stronger in
summer and weaker in winter. After the current rush into Bohai Sea, the terrain is
divided into two tributaries. A right turns into Liaodong Bay, and a left turns into
Bohai Bay, which constitutes circulation in Bohai Sea. Circulation in Liaodong Bay
is not stable, and changes by the monsoon and the flow of rivers; Circulation in
Bohai bay is more stable, and the coastal current in south Bohai Sea constitutes the
south circulation in Bohai Sea.
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In the water area of Bohai, because of shallow water, ocean current is weak, so tidal
current is very important, the velocity of tidal current is about 1-2 kn in general. In
Huludao and Qinhuangdao are 2.5-3 kn, and the maximum velocity can reach 6.25
kn near shore of Laotieshan. Ocean current is highly affected by the wind; the
velocity of ocean current is 2.5% of wind speed on average. Therefore, we need to
consider the effect of current for risk rating.

The risk rating of current can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3 Risk rating of current
Flow velocity

0-1 kn

1-2 kn

2-3 kn

3-4 kn

Above 4 kn

Level of risk

1

2

3

4

5

Source: Compiled by the author.

2.4 The factors of visibility

In the water area of Bohai, the factors sea fog, rain and snow are including visibility.
Among them; sea fog is the main factor affects visibility. Variability of sea fog is
very big and limitation of this area is also very significant, so that it is difficult to
forecast this weather phenomenon. No matter at sea or in port, sea fog has a direct
impact on the activities of ships. Especially when the sea fog becomes dense,
visibility is very bad. Even though using radar or other navigational instruments,
maritime accidents may still happen, such as yawing, collision, stranding, etc.
According to statistics, from 1958 to1974, all of collisions in this water area were
about 20 times, more than 70% of collision accidents happened in the fog and
visibility is less than 1 nm. Since warm current is not easy to reach Bohai Sea, sea
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fog in this area is less. But sea fog in Liaodong Peninsula and the Bohai Straits is a
bit more. In the water area of Bohai, March to July is the fog season. Sea fog begins
to appear from March, sometimes from February, and then gradually increases, and
peaks in June and July. The annual foggy days are 20-24 days on average. The annual
rainfall is about 500 mm, and less than 90 days. According to the geographical
distribution, the rainfall gradually increases roughly from north to south, from west
to east, and the south is more than the north. According to season distribution,
rainfall is the least in winter, next is in spring and autumn, and is the largest in
summer even can account for more than 50% of all the year round. Especially the
rainfall is the largest in July and August, since heavy rain may happen 2-3 times one
year. In the North, snow flurries are frequent in winter. Snow is heavy in Bohai
Strait.

When ship encounters the conditions of poor visibility such as rain, snow, fog, crews
can not observe the movement of surrounding ships with telescope and naked eyes.
As a result, the effect of ship movement and collision avoidance is difficult to judge,
athletic ability and the ability of collision avoidance are limited, which will increase
the possibility of a close-quarters situation, and serious influence on navigation
safety. It is necessary to consider the visibility’s impact for ship safety risk rating.

The risk rating of visibility can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and higher (4)
three grades, as shown in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4 Risk rating of visibility
Level of visibility

Level of risk

Level 8、9，no precipitation, the air is clear

2

Level 3~7，mist, scouther, light snow

3

Level 0~2，dense fog, heavy snow

4
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Source: Compiled by the author.

2.5 The factors of sea ice

From the middle of November to early December, Bohai Sea begins to gradually ice
up from north to south, and it will last about 2-4 months. Until late February or early
March next year, it begins to melt, and disappear. From January to February is the
glaciation maximum. The ice age from 2001 to 2012 in Bohai Sea is shown as
following Table 2-5.

Table 2-5 Ice age from 2001 to 2012 in Bohai Sea
Date of ice

The total ice

disappearance

age（d）

December 11

March 18

98

2001-2002

December 11

February 22

74

2002-2003

December 7

March 8

92

2003-2004

December 6

February 24

80

2004-2005

December 19

March 4

76

2005-2006

December 7

March 13

97

2006-2007

December 17

February 17

62

2007-2008

December 9

March 7

90

2008-2009

December 9

March 6

88

2009-2010

November 21

March 19

119

2010-2011

December 11

February 25

77

2011-2012

December 1

March 9

100

Average

December 9

March 6

88

Year

Date of ice appearance

2000-2001

Source: China MSA. (2013)

The sea ice of this water area mainly appears in Liaodong Bay, Bohai Bay and
Laizhou Bay. In the middle of Bohai Sea and Bohai Strait usually are ice-free. Sea
ice is heavy in the north and light in south, especially heavy in estuaries and ford,
and light in deep sea. The ice age in Liaodong Bay is the longest and the ice is the
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most serious, followed by the Bohai bay and Laizhou Bay. In Liaodong Bay, ice
appearance normally happens in late November, or in the middle of December at the
latest; ice disappearance takes place in early March next year, or in late March at the
latest. Ice age is 100-120 days on average. In Bohai Bay, ice normally appears in
early December, and disappears in late February next year. Ice age is 60-80 days on
average. The width of coastal fixed ice is 200-2000 m, and some shallow areas such
as Caofeidian can reach to 3-4 km and its thickness is 20-40 cm. The scope of
floating ice in the coast of Bohai Bay is usually 5-10 nmile far away from coast, and
is roughly distributed along the 10-15 m isobaths. Its thickness is 10-20 cm. In
Laizhou Bay, ice normally appears in the middle of December; ice disappears in
early February next year. Ice age is 40-60 days on average. The width of coastal
fixed ice is 1000-5000 m. Near Huanghe River Estuary is 3000-8000 m. Xiaoqing
River Estuary is 2000-5000 m, and its thickness is 10-30 cm. The scope of floating
ice in the coast of Laizhou Bay is roughly distributed along the 5 m isobaths and
usually 5-12 nmile far away from coast. Its thickness is 5-10 cm. The speed of
floating ice is generally 30-50 cm/s. The thickness and scope of sea ice in Bohai Sea
from 2001 to 2012 are shown in Table 2-6.

Table 2-6 Thickness and the scope of sea ice in Bohai Sea (2001-2012)
Liaodong Bay
Year

Bohai Bay

Laizhou Bay

Thickness

Maximum

Thickness

Maximum

Thickness

Maximum

（cm）

distance

（cm）

distance

（cm）

distance

General

Maximu

from coast

m

（nmile）

General

Maxim

from coast

um

（nmile）

General

Maximum

from coast
（nmile）

2001

15~25

60

115

10~20

35

30

-

-

-

2002

5~15

30

48

<10

10

8

-

-

-

2003

10~20

45

58

5~10

25

18

5~10

15

18

14

2004

10~15

40

63

5~10

20

17

5~10

15

20

2005

15~25

45

76

5~10

25

14

5~10

15

8

2006

10~20

40

77

5~10

25

14

10~20

40

20

2007

10~20

35

48

<10

10

<5

-

-

-

2008

5~15

30

66

5~10

20

10

5~10

15

6

2009

5~15

30

65

5~10

20

18

5~10

15

32

2010

20~30

55

108

10~20

30

30

10~20

30

46

2011

15~25

40

85

5~15

25

25

10~20

30

39

2012

10~20

45

74

5~10

20

24

5~10

20

23

Source: China MSA. (2013)

Level of Sea ice: "Level of sea ice forecast in China” establish by State Oceanic
Administration in 1973 divide the level of sea ice into five grades, lowest, lower
medium, higher, highest. (State Oceanic Administration, 1973) When sea ice is
lowest, such as in winter of 1972-1973, sea ice occurred only in inshore and had no
influence on maritime navigation. When sea ice is lower, such as in winter of
1982-1983, sea ice not only occurred in inshore but also in high seas, but it had no
influence on maritime navigation. When sea ice is medium, such as in winter of
1985-1986, most of bay was covered by sea ice, usually affected maritime navigation.
When sea ice is higher, such as in winter of 1976-1977, each bay was covered by sea
ice, and it obviously impeded maritime navigation. When sea ice is highest, such as
in winter of 1968-1969, it caused serious disasters. Level of sea ice has a direct
relationship with navigation safety in Bohai Sea, and it will affect various plans and
management of for the authorities, so that the impact of sea ice needs to be
considered for risk rating.
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The risk rating of sea ice can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 2-7.

Table 2-7 Risk rating of sea ice
Level of sea ice

More light

Light

medium

Heavy

Serious

Thickness of ice（cm）

0-10

10-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

Level of risk

1

2

3

4

5

Source: Compiled by the author.
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Chapter 3 Risk Factors Identification about Route Conditions

3.1 The factors of the depth of water

The main routes in the water area of Bohai involve the route from Laotieshan
Channel to Yingkou Port, the route from Tianjin Xingang Port to Bohai Sea, the route
from Longkou to Qinhuangdao, the route from Qinhuangdao to Yingkou, Tianjin
Xingang Port to Qinhuangdao, the route from Laotieshan Channel to Jingtang Port,
the route from Laotieshan Channel to Huanghua Port, the route from Huanghua Port
to Yingkou, the route from Caofeidian to Longkou Port, the route from Yantai to
Dalian, the route from Weihai to Dalian, the route from Chengshantou to Laotieshan,
the route from Chengshantou to Dazhushan, the Laotieshan Channel, Changshan
Channel, the route from Laotieshan Channel to Weihai, the route from Penglai Port
to Dalian Port, the route from Penglai Port to Chengshantou, and the route from
Chengshantou to Dalian Port, etc. In addition, there are international routes from and
to South Korea, North Korea, Japan and other countries. The main routes in the water
area of Bohai are shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 Main routes in the water area of Bohai
Source: China MSA. (2013)

Submarine topography of Bohai Sea is smooth. The depth of water is 20-30 m on
average; The depth of water near the coast is shallow, less than 10 m; The depth of
water near the estuary is shallower, generally less than 5 m. Bohai Strait is located
between the west of Laotieshan of the Liaodong Peninsula and Penglaitou of
Shandong Peninsula, and the width is 75 nmile and the depth of water is 15-86 m; It
is the water channel entering in and out of Bohai Sea. Bohai Bay, a very important
bay of Bohai Sea belongs to the repulse bay, and is a typical depressed zone; The
topography of bay is smooth and without rugged terrain, and the depth of the water is
about 19 m. Liaodong Bay is the biggest bay of Bohai Sea, and it is located in the
north of Bohai Sea, including Fuzhou Bay, Hulushan Bay, Yinkou Port, Jinzhou Port,
Huludao Port, Lianshan Bay, Qinhuangdao Port, Daqing River, and Jinyun River etc.
The depth of water in Liaodong Bay is 20 m.
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For the depth of water, if is less than 10 m, that full loaded over 10000 DWT ship
would be affected; if is less than15 m, that the super-large ship would be affected; if
is more than 20 m, all the ships would not be affected. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the impact of the depth of water for risk rating.

The risk rating of the depth of water can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and
higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Risk rating of the depth of water
Depth of water（m）

＜10

10-15

＞15

Level of risk

4

3

2

Source: Compiled by the author.

3.2 The factors of islands and reefs

In the Coast of Bohai Sea, besides Shandong and Liaodong Peninsula have cliffs,
most of the coasts are gentle mud coast or sandy coast. Sandy coast has more shoals,
and shoals and reefs are general distributed near the coast. Islands in Bohai Sea are
distributed in coastal mountainous water area, or scattered around ports. In addition
to Miaodao Archipelago in Bohai Strait, there are few small islands. Miaodao
Archipelago runs north to south, and is located on two-thirds of sea in Bohai Strait.
The north-south length is 32 nmile and is composed of 32 islands and reefs. The
narrow channel is caused by the existence of islands and reefs objectively and is easy
to cause maritime accidents.

Islands and reefs are likely to cause accidents, when rocky reefs exist in the bottom,
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ships are easy to be damaged, and it is not conducive to anchor in rough sea.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider the impact of islands and reefs for risk rating.

The risk rating of islands and reefs can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and
higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 Risk rating of islands and reefs
The distance to

＜10

10-20

＞20

4

3

2

islands and reefs
（nmile）
Level of risk

Source: Compiled by the author.

3.3 The factors of obstruction

Obstruction is referred to bare rock, submerged reefs, sediments and wrecks which a
series of factors may affect the navigation safety. Bare rock and submerged reefs
have been marked on the chart. And MSA has generally set up emergency mark of
wrecks, and issued a notice to mariners that this area exist obstruction. Wreck
distribution diagram in the water area of Bohai in 2013 provided by Tianjin MSA is
shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Wreck distribution diagram in the water area of Bohai in 2013
Source: Tianjin MSA. (2013)

The water area of Bohai is mainly divided into five aquaculture areas, i.e.,
aquaculture area of Shanhaiguan Shipyard (there is a channel beside the aquaculture
area of Shanhaiguan Shipyard; in this water area, aquaculture area is mainly farming
shellfish but not approved by the local government or the marine administrative
department, it is illegal farming.), aquaculture area of Nandaihe and Beidaihe waters,
aquaculture area of Huanghua waters (in 6-8 m isobath of Huanghua waters. There
exists setting nets for farming, but these setting nets is not satisfied with the
regulations of fishery resources protection.), aquaculture area of Nanchangshan
Island, aquaculture area of Chu Island. Although most of the fishery and aquaculture
areas are set buoys to mark its scope, there are still a lot of obstructions. In nearly a
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decade within Yantai seas, the accidents because of ships entering into aquaculture
areas, accounting for about a third of the total water traffic accidents. When ship’s
propeller gets entangled in illegal farming, the ship lost the power. Illegal obstruction
and setting nets bring serious pressure to maritime safety.

In the process of sailing, if the ship encounters the obstruction at sea or in channel,
that may make crews to avoid danger, and at the same time, that will also increase
psychological pressure of limited space of ship maneuvering; combined with a
certain degree of influence on visual range, all of these bring hidden danger to
navigation safety. If it is submerged reef or wreck, that is likely to bring to collision
and stranding even more dangerous than the former. No matter bare rock, submerged
reefs, wrecks, illegal obstruction or setting nets, their impact on navigation safety
mainly depends on the distance between obstruction and channel. Thus, it is
necessary to consider the impact of distance to the obstruction for risk rating.

The risk rating of obstruction can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3 Risk rating of obstruction
Distance to the

＜15

15-50

50-100

100-190

＞190

5

4

3

2

1

obstruction（m）
Level of risk

Source: Compiled by the author.

3.4 The factors of oil platforms

In the water area of the Bohai, oil field distribution is very wide, and the existence of
a large number of oil platforms will produce adverse effect on shipping safety.
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Therefore, risk identification in this area should fully consider this effect. Details of
oil platforms in the water area of the Bohai are shown in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4 Details of oil platforms in the water area of Bohai
The name of oil field

The name of facility

geographic location
38°26′29.30″N

Platform A

118°24′46.60″E

Chengbei oil field

38°26′33.20″N

Platform B

118°25′48.20″E
38°26′37.60″N

2EP

119°33′21.30″E
38°05′28.30″N

4EP

119°32′35.40″E

BZ34-2/4 oil field

38°05′26.80″N

4W

119°30′33.30″E
38°06′56.79″N

SPM

119°33′25.24″E
38°19′39.40″N

North Platform
BZ28-l oil field

119°37′01.50″E
38°18′08.90″N

South Platform

119°38′14.00″E
38°18′54.93″N

SPM
BZ26-2 oil field

119°37′39.91″E
38°17′32.74″N

BZ26-2

119°15′47.20″E
39°04′14.27″N

NB35-2CEP

118°54′58.02″E

NB35-2 oil field

39°02′38.75″N

NB35-2B

118°52′02.35″E
40°30′01.50″N

MNW

121°21′06.80″E
40°26′02.40″N

SW

121°16′58.90″E

JZ20-2 gas field

40°28′36.60″N

MSW

121°20′12.50″E
40°31′32.87″N

NW
SZ36-l oil field

121°24′33.57″E
39°55′36.10″N

Platform A

120°47′47.70″E
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Basic size（m×m）
90×22
306×132
75×l8
19.l×19.l
12.8×l1
210×37
20.5×20
20.5×20
210×31
53×37
66×64
56×39
80×25
21×19
23.4×22.2
14×14
160×90

39°56′26.10″N

Platform B

120°47′54.80″E
39°55′40.32″N

Platform C

120°49′00.13″E
39°57′20.12″N

Platform D(CEP)

120°48′19.61″E
39°56′44.12″N

Platform E

120°49′34.60″E
39°58′05.72″N

Platform F

120°49′31.35″E
39°57′45.36″N

Platform G

120°50′42.02″E
39°58′57.44″N

Platform H

120°50′30.75″E
39°55′03.80″N

Platform J

120°47′03.50″E
39°56′34.01″N

LD5-2（DPP）
LD oil field

120°46′59.11″E
39°53′17.63″N

LD4-2（WHPB）

120°43′17.16″E
39°47′59.07″N

LD10-1(CEP)

120°36′42.46″E
38°39′29.80″N

QK18-1

117°57′37.70″E
38°36′56.62″N

QK18-2
Boxi oil field

117°54′48.01″E
38°38′13.46″N

QK17-2

117°47′21.54″E
38°37′49.31″N

QK17-2E

117°49′14.21″E
38°33′29.30″N

QK17-3

117°49′39.50″E
40°39′50.70″N

West Caisson

121°27′44.40″E

JZ9-3 oil field

40°40′32.00″N

East Caisson

12l°29′24.80″E
39°07′41.90″N

WHPA
QHD32-6 oil field

119°12′34.97″E
39°08′05.55″N

WHPB

119°13′41.12″E

WHPC

39°06′58.32″N
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44×33
31.5×21
122.5×58
31.5×21
31.5×21
31.5×21
31.5×21
32×24
66×36
45×29
67×36
58.5×29
39.3×28
43.7×32.4
26×23
33×30
φ38 and φ44
φ38
27×25.2
27×25.2
27×25.2

119°14′52.68″E
39°06′37.26″N

WHPD

119°13′33.57″E
39°05′36.05″N

WHPE

119°11′26.97″E
39°06′26.13″N

WHPF

119°10′57.55″E
39°06′42.05″N

SPM

119°12′14.35″E
38°22′42.3″N

WHPA

120°06′02.4″E

PL19-3 oil field

38°22′04.1″N

SPM

120°05′15.0″E
38°46′11.8″N

WGPA

118°40′31.6″E
38°41′59.4″N

WHPA
Bohai No.8 oil field

118°41′03.4″E
38°44′52.6″N

WHPC

118°43′52.7″E

WHPD

38°15′50.74″N
119°07′15.39″E
38°14′47.55″N
119°07′28.66″E
38°13′54.96″N
119°05′58.80″E
38°12′39.82″N

Platform D

119°05′42.01″E
38°12′07.59″N

Platform E

119°03′37.25″E
38°12′06.38″N

Platform F

119°01′09.25″E
38°14′04.87″N

Marine oil 113

119°08′56.19″E

Source: China MSA. (2013)
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26.5×21.5
230×32
48×31
37×36
19×18

construction)

118°42′15.4″E

BZ25-l oil field

287.4×51

118°50′27.7″E

112/CFD11-1/2SPM

Platform C

27×25.2

42×36(under

38°46′19.1″N

Platform B

27×25.2

38°43′33.5″N

Marine oil

Platform A

27×25.2

277×51
40×28
40×28
40×28
40×28
40×28
40×28
277×51

Oil platforms in surrounding waters will cause great influence on ship navigation
safety, so that the impact of oil platforms needs to be taken account in for risk rating.

The risk rating of oil platforms can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 3-5.

Table 3-5 Risk rating of oil platforms
The number of oil
platforms
Level of risk

0

1

2~3

4~5

5~

1

2

3

4

5

Source: Compiled by the author.
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Chapter 4 Risk Factors Identification about Vessel Traffic

4.1 The factors of traffic flow

Main traffic flow in the water area of Bohai can be obtained according to vessel
tracking chart which is based on AIS data, as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Vessel tracking chart in the water area of Bohai (2013)
Source: China MSA. (2013)

Figure 4-1 shows that there exists several main traffic flow in the water area of Bohai:
the traffic flow from Laotieshan Channel to Tianjin, the traffic flow from Changshan
Channel to Tianjin, the traffic flow from Laotieshan Channel to Qinhuangdao, the
traffic flow from Laotieshan Channel to Jingtang Port, the traffic flow from
Laotieshan Channel to the northern Bohai Sea, the traffic flow from Laotieshan
Channel to Chengshan Cape; and the traffic flow from Changshan Channel to
Chengshan Cape. There are several regional traffic flow: the traffic flow of Jinzhou,
the traffic flow of Yingkou, the traffic flow from Qinhuangdao to Tianjin, the traffic
flow from Laotieshan to Huanghua Port, the traffic flow from Changshan Channel to
Huanghua Port, the traffic flow from Changshan Channel to Laizhou Bay and
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Longkou Port, the traffic flow from Yantai to Laotieshan Channel, and the traffic
flow from Dalian Port to Laotieshan Channel. Because navigation density is larger,
this area exist the accumulating area of traffic flow and mainly includes the water
area from Tianjin to Caofeidian, Changshan Channel, Laotieshan Channel, and the
northern water area of Bohai.

The author collected AIS data in accordance with different MSA jurisdictions and
ship’s dimensions, and analyzes the AIS data according to the week, month and year.
The author draws the following conclusions about traffic flow in this water area: 1.
the

traffic

flow

of

large

ships

is

mainly

distributed

in

Laotieshan

Channel-Qinhuangdao, Laotieshan Channel-Tianjin, Laotieshan Channel-Yingkou. 2.
each vessel traffic flow changes in different seasons, but there exists three vessel
traffic flows all the year round, i.e., the traffic flow from Chengshan Cape to
Laotieshan Channel, the traffic flow from Chengshan Cape to Changshan Channel,
and the traffic flow from Dalian Port to Yantai Port. Most of the water area of Bohai
is covered by vessel tracking. 3. from the aspect of time sequence, the vessel flow
increases rapidly. 4. from the aspect of ship type analysis, in this water area, the
percentage of oil tanker and dangerous cargo vessel is higher, and merchant ship
sailing is in conflict with fishing and aquaculture.

In the waters of large traffic flow, ship navigation risk is relatively high. According to
the detailed display of section statistics (Figure 4-2), it is necessary to consider the
impact of traffic flow for risk rating.

The risk rating of traffic flow can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium (3),
higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Detailed display of section statistics
Source: Compiled by the author.

4.2 The factors of vessel density

Vessel tracking chart can reveal the vessel traffic flow in the water area, however, in
order to analyze the waters of the crowded degree, we not only need to analyze
accumulation of vessel traffic flow in a period of time, but also need to investigate
vessel density distribution, i.e., the ship position at a certain moment, as shown in
Figure 4-3 that the ship position at a certain moment in the water area of Bohai is
recorded by AIS. Compared with vessel tracking chart, besides the water area of port,
crowed areas are the water area of Tianjin Port-Caofeidian, Laotieshan Channel and
the route of Laotieshan-Chengshantou.
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Figure 4-3 Ships position at a certain moment in the water area of Bohai
Source: China MSA. (2013)

Vessel density refers to the number of ships in unit water area. Sometimes is used to
refer to the number of ship per unit time. (Pan, 2007, 24-26) Many factors affect
navigation safety, and vessel density is one factor that cannot be ignored. Shipping in
dense channel will cause crowed vessel density, at the same time, it also brings
difficulty to navigation safety. To some degree, vessel density reflects the busy
degree of vessel traffic in the water area, objectively reflecting the degree of danger.
According to the paper written by Jingshangxinsan, it points out that the number of
collision accidents is the square of vessel density. (Jing, 1996, pp. 18-29) In dense
navigable waters, because of limited ship maneuvering, high encounter rate and
complicated traffic pattern, navigation risk is large. Vessel density becomes one of
the most important factors affecting navigation safety for risk rating.

The risk rating of vessel density can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium
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(3), higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Risk rating of vessel density
2

Density（number/km ）

＜5

5-7

7-9

9-10

＞10

Level of risk

1

2

3

4

5

Source: Compiled by the author.

4.3 The factors of encounter situations

Vessel tracking based on AIS data can form a network system of Changshan Channel,
Laotieshan Channel, Longkou Port, Weifang Port, Huanghua Port, Tanjin Port,
Jingtang Port, Qinhuangdao Port, Jinzhou Port and Yingkou Port as main nodes; the
intersection of the traffic flow of Tianjin Port -Caofeidian, Laotieshan Channel,
Changshan Channel, Yantai-Dalian Route and Chengshan Cape is obvious.
Separation of each traffic flow is not obvious, and shipping encounter rate is higher;
because of the limited ship maneuvering in dense waters, shipping encounter rate is
higher, traffic is complex and separation of each traffic flow is not obvious, thus the
navigation risk is higher.

Cross routes refer to channels intersection. (Wu, 2011, p. 24) At the channels
intersection, multiple channels get together here. Vessel density increases
significantly, as a result, encounter rate will increase at the same time. Therefore, the
channels intersection is also the black spot. Generally, we use the number of
intersection and the angle of intersection to reflect the dangerous degree of channels
intersection. Cross channel is the most affecting factor of navigation safety.
According to the paper written by Jingshanxinsan, which points out that in the same
circumstances, risk value of cross channel is 3-4 times higher than other types of
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channels. Which shows that the cross channel brings bigger risk. The paper also
points out the relationship between the angle of intersection and the collision rate:
when the angle of intersection is vertical, the collision rate is the highest; when the
angle of intersection is 0-90°, the collision rate gradually increase with the angle of
intersection increases. (Jing, 1996, pp. 19-20) Encounter situations will cause great
influence on ship navigation safety, so that we need to take into consideration of the
impact of encounter situations for risk rating.

The risk rating of encounter situations can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2),
medium (3), higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2 Risk rating of encounter situations
The angle of channel
intersection

＜20

20-45

45-60

60-70

＞70

1

2

3

4

5

Level of risk

Source: Compiled by the author.

4.4 The factors of traffic accidents

According to the information provided by Tianjin MSA, Hebei MSA, Liaoning MSA
and Shandong MSA, from 2003 to 2010, in the water area of Bohai, a total of 760
vessel accidents have occurred. The types of accident are as shown in Figure 4-4. It
can be seen that the number of collision accidents is the most, accounting for about
50% of the total number of accidents. Followed by is the number of stranding
accidents which accounts for about 17% of the total number of accidents. Then is the
number of grounding accidents, about 15% of the total number of accidents. In
addition, fire, explosion and other accidents have occurred sometimes.
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Figure 4-4 Types of accident in the water area of Bohai (2003-2010)
Source: Compiled by the author.

Accidents levels of the water area of Bohai are shown in Figure 4-5. As you can see,
the number of ordinary accidents is the most, nearly 50% of total accidents;
Followed by are minor accidents, accounting for almost a third of total accidents;
Then is great accidents; Serious accidents account for the smallest percentage, but
still accounts for nearly 10% of total accidents.
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Figure 4-5 Level of accidents in the water area of Bohai (2003-2010)
Source: Compiled by the author.

According to the information provided by the Rescue Salvage Bureau of China's
Ministry of Transport, the geographical distribution of accidents in the water area of
Bohai from 2003 to 2011 is shown in Figure 4-6. It is necessary to point out that the
actual accidents denseness is higher than the results shown in the map, because some
distress vessels are rescued by some non-professional passing ships. As it can be seen
from the map, the accident-prone areas include the route from Tianjin Tanggu to
Qinhuangdao, Laotieshan Channel, and some developed port cities such as Tianjin,
Dalian, and Yantai.
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Figure 4-6 Geographical distribution of accidents in Bohai (2003-2011)
Source: China MSA. (2012)

Traffic accidents will cause great influence on ship navigation safety, so that we need
to consider the impact of traffic accidents for risk rating.

The risk rating of traffic accidents can be divided into lowest (1), lower (2), medium
(3), higher (4), highest (5) five grades, as shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3 Risk rating of traffic accidents
The number of traffic
accidents
Level of risk

0

1~2

3~4

4~5

＞5

1

2

3

4

5

Source: Compiled by the author.
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4.5 The factors of fishing activities

In the water area of Bohai, the water depth of fishing is 10-25 m, the utilization area
of fishing is about 11000 square nautical miles, and can be divided into four fisheries,
namely Liaodong Bay Fishery, Luanhe Estuary Fishery, Bohai Bay Fishery, and
Laizhou Bay Fishery. From late April to late June is fishing season of spring. From
late May to early June is the best fishing period. From July to October is fishing
season of summer and autumn, and fish are distributed mostly in the central and
southern Bohai Sea. In the water area of Bohai, the number of fishing boats is
enormous. Fishing has already significantly developed. Especially during the fishing
season, fishing boats are various, and merchant ships are inextricably commingled
with fishing boats. Thus collision accidents are likely to happen, and this will
certainly affect the maintenance of maritime navigation safety.

Fishing activities in surrounding waters will cause great influence on ship navigation
safety, so that the impact of fishing activities needs to be considered for risk rating.

The risk rating of fishing activities can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and
higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4 Risk rating of fishing activities
The scope of fishery

The sea area where the

The sea area near the

and fishing

fishery is located in

fishery

Level of risk

4

3

Source: Compiled by the author.
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Other sea area
2

Chapter 5 Risk Factors Identification about Maritime Supervision

5.1 The factors of vessel traffic service

1. Vessel traffic service (VTS) contribute to safety of life at sea, safety and
efficiency of navigation and protection of the marine environment, adjacent
shore areas, work sites and offshore installations from possible adverse effects of
maritime traffic. 2. Contracting Governments undertake to arrange for the
establishment of VTS where, in their opinion, the volume of traffic or the degree
of risk justifies such services.
(IMO, 2012)
The main functions of VTS system are to protect life and navigation safety and
traffic operation efficiency. A proactive VTS can prevent accidents in the
development phase, prevent accidental events from developing into accidents,
prevent ordinary accidents from developing into marine perils, and alleviate the
results of incidents, accidents and disasters. (Yu, 1989, pp. 30-32)

VTS mainly includes: providing the location of the ship; identifying the destination;
releasing and updating information about the boundary, program, radio frequency
and reporting points; publishing information about dynamic compulsory reports,
weather, hydrology, navigational warnings, navigation marks and something special
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such as traffic congestion, limited maneuvering circumstance which may affect the
other ship or exist potential effects on other ship; allocating the water area; setting up
the traffic permit system, and stipulate that all the vessels or specific vessels can
participate in this service and without permission vessels can not sail; establishing
the specified route in the case of necessary and suitable; formulating the speed limit
standards and other measures; implementing traffic control such as traffic congestion
or route adjustment. These are methods of traffic organization and the navigation
safety ability VTS should possess.

VTS system in the water area of Bohai include: Dalian VTS, Yingkou VTS,
Qinhuangdao VTS, Tangshan VTS, Tianjin VTS, Huanghua VTS, Changshan VTS.

The waters of general service is a circular area whose center is the center
geographical coordinates of VTS and radius is 20 nmile; in this area, VTS can
provide corresponding service. VTS in surrounding waters will cause great influence
on ship navigation safety, so that the impact of VTS needs to be based for risk rating.

The risk rating of vessel traffic service can be divided into lower (2), medium (3),
and higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Risk rating of VTS
Distance to VTS（nmile）

＜20

20~40

＞40

Level of risk

2

3

4

Source: Compiled by the author.

5.2 The factors of assistant navigation facilities
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Navigation marks can guide vessels in and out of the channel, help vessels to be far
away from danger, provide for the ship positioning, provide the utilization of
measuring the ship maneuvering factors and speed, and eliminate the compass error.
The artificial navigation aid facilities in the water area of Bohai have become perfect,
and provided favorable navigational conditions for the ship sailing and anchoring.
Nowadays, in main ports and navigation area, the related departments have built
relatively complete visual navigation aid facilities (buoy lights, light vessels, buoys,
lighthouses, light beacons, leading light, etc.). The navigation aid facilities in this
water area mainly include:

1. Laotieshan: is located at the southern Liaodong Peninsula, a prominent peak.
2. Lighthouse of the western Laotieshan: is located in the western Laotieshan,
longitude and latitude is 38°43′37.4″N/121°08′02.6″E.
3. Snake Island: is located at the northwest of Haili Island about 5 nmile.
4.

Lighthouse

of

Changxing

Island:

longitude

and

latitude

is

longitude

and

latitude

is

39°31′30.2″N/121°13′36.3″E.
5.

Lighthouse

of

Dagu

Mountain:

39°51′34.4″N/121°32′22.9″E.
6. Lighthouse of Taiping Cape: is located in Taiping Cape.
7. Taizi Mountain: is located at the northeast of Baisha Mountain about 15 nmile.
8.

Lighthouse

of

Taizi

Mountain:

longitude

and

latitude

is

40°17′46.3″N/122°06′24.4″E.
9. Laoqing Mountain: is located at the east of Gaizhou Cape about 9.2 nmile.
10. Light vessel of Yingkou: longitude and latitude is 40°31′05.0″N/121°58′54.9″E.
11. Juhua Island: is located at about 5 nmile far away from mainland.
12. Lighthouse of Huludao: is located at the lighthouse hill of Huludao.
13.

Lighthouse

of

Huanhai

tempel:

40

longitude

and

latitude

is

40°00′03.2″N/l19°54′47.9″E.
14. Mengjiangnv grave: is located at the southwest of Huanhai temple about 1 nmile.
15. Hei Mountain: is located at the southwest of Huanhai temple about 2 nmile.
16.

Lighthouse

of

Nanshantou:

longitude

and

latitude

is

39°54′38.8″N/119°36′57.7″E.
17. Xiang Mountain: is located at the northwest of Lighthouse of Nanshantou about
29 km.
18. Waidingzi Mountain: is located at the northwest of Lighthouse of Nanshantou
about 23 km.
19. Jinshanzui: is located at the southwest of Lighthouse of Nanshantou about 7.2
nmile.
20. Light beacon of Yanghe Estuary : is located in the southwest of the light beacon
of Jinshanzui about 5.4 nmile.
21. Heshi Mountain: is located at the southwest of light beacon of Jinshanzui about
34 km.
22. Qinhuangdao TV tower: longitude and latitude is 39°49′02.8″N/119°29′15.8″E.
23. 32-6 oil field: is located at the southeast of lighthouse of Jingtang Port about 11
nmile.
24. Lighthouse of Tangshan Port: longitude and latitude is 39°12′.8N/119°00′.8E.
25. Lighthouse of Caofeidian: longitude and latitude is 38°55′11.7″N/118°30′26.7″E.
26. Lighthouse of Dagu: longitude and latitude is 38°56′20″N/117°58′47″E.
27. Qimu Island: is located at the north of Longkou Port, and is a long and narrow
peninsula.
28.

Lighthouse

of

Qimu

Cape:

longitude

and

37°41′07.7″N/120°13′29.8″E.
29. Lighthouse of Penglaitou: is located at the south of Miaodao Strait.
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latitude

is

When ships sail into high seas, the navigation marks become invisible and the risk
will increase. In main ports and navigation area, the related departments have built
relatively complete visual navigation aid facilities (buoy lights, light vessels, buoys,
lighthouses, light beacons, leading light, etc.). In the water area of Bohai, the
distribution of oil field is very wide and oil fields have corresponding marks; there
are military prohibited areas, which should be paid attention to when sailing around
these areas. Military prohibited areas have obvious marks in chart. Assistant
navigation facilities in surrounding waters will cause great influence on ship
navigation safety, so that the impact of assistant navigation facilities needs to be
considered for risk rating.

The risk rating of assistant navigation facilities can be divided into lower (2),
medium (3), and higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2 Risk rating of assistant navigation facilities
Distance to assistant

＜10

10~20

＞20

2

3

4

navigation facilities（nmile）
Level of risk

Source: Compiled by the author.

5.3 The factors of port security system

Main ports in the water area of Bohai include: Tianjin Port (the layout of port is
basicly divided into Beijiang Port area, Nanjiang Port area, Dongjiang Port area, the
southern area of the port economic zoner, the eastern area of Nangang Port area),
Caofeidian Port (is located in the south of Tangshan, the west bank of Bohai Bay, and
between Tianjin Port and Jingtang Port), Qinhuangdao Port, Yingkou Port (is located
in central Liaodong Peninsula, and is divided into Bayuquan Port area, Xianrendao
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Port area and Yingkou Port area), Jinzhou Port (is located in the northwest of Bohai
Bay and the north of Liaodong Bay), Huludao Port (is located in the northwest of
Liaodong Bay), Huanghua Port (is located in the east of Cangzhou city, Hebei
province, about 90 km), Dongying Port (the layout of port is basicly divided into four
independent port areas: Dongying Port area, Guangli Port area, Guangbei Port area,
Diaokou Port area), Longkou Port, Laizhou Port, Weifang Port.

The water area of port is equipped with perfect security system, so that it can provide
favorable conditions for navigation safety. Port security system in surrounding waters
will cause great influence on ship navigation safety, so that its impact needs to be
taken into consideration for risk rating.

The risk rating of port security system can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and
higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3 Risk rating of port security system
The position of sea area

The sea area where

The sea area near the

the port is located

port

Other sea area

in
Level of risk

2

3

4

Source: Compiled by the author.

5.4 The factors of water area planning

The actuality of vessel traffic separation scheme in the water area of Bohai: (1)On
June 1, 1978, China's Ministry of Transport formulated and implemented the vessel
traffic separation scheme of northern coast (this is the first vessel traffic separation
scheme in China); (2)In 1981, China's Ministry of Transport formulated and
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implemented the vessel traffic separation scheme of Tuandao in Qingdao Port, after
adjustment in 1996 is still in use today; (3)On October 26, 1983, China's Bureau of
Harbor Superintendence issued the vessel traffic separation scheme of Danshan
Channel in Dalian Port, and implemented on February 1, 1984; (4) In 1991, the
vessel traffic separation scheme of Chenshan Cape put into trial use; on May 19,
2000, IMO Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) deliberated and passed this vessel
traffic separation scheme at the 72th General Conference and it came into force on
December 1; (5)On June 1, 2006, the vessel traffic separation scheme of Laotieshan
Channel was formally implemented; (6)According to Announcement No. 35 of
China's Ministry of Transport in 2008, the vessel traffic separation scheme of
Changshan Channel was formally implemented on January 1, 2009. (7)According to
Announcement No. 32 of China's Ministry of Transport in 2009, the vessel traffic
separation scheme of Caofeidian was formally implemented on December 1, 2009.

Ship’s routeing systems contribute to safety of life at sea, safety and efficiency of
navigation and/or protection of the marine environment. Ship’s routeing systems
are recommended for use by, and may be made mandatory for, all ships, certain
categories of ships or ships carrying certain cargoes, when adoptedand
implemented in accordance with the guidelines and criteria developed by the
Organization.
(IMO, 2012)
Vessel traffic separation scheme can effectively separate the opposite traffic flow,
greatly reduce the collision accidents, and play an important role to improve the level
of implementation of safe navigation and the efficiency of vessel traffic. (Liang,
2008, p. 14) In the risk assessment of navigation safety, water area planning should
be taken into consideration. Water area planning in surrounding waters will cause
great influence on ship navigation safety, so that its impact needs to be considered for
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risk rating.

The risk rating of water area planning can be divided into lower (2), medium (3), and
higher (4) three grades, as shown in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4 Risk rating of water area planning
The situation of

The water area where

The water area near the area

Other water

water area

implement the vessel traffic

where implement the vessel

area

planning

separation scheme

traffic separation scheme

Level of risk

2

3

Source: Compiled by the author.
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Chapter 6 Model Study of Risk Assessment

6.1 The grey characteristics of marine traffic system

Grey system: grey is a color between black and white, our world is a diversified
world contains material composition and information elements, and the information
contains both known information, a large number of unknown information and
unascertained information. People used to call the unknown or unascertained
information as black information; and the known information is called white
information. Then, the system of both, it is called a grey system. (Wen, 2000, pp.
40-48) Grey theory is that: the dynamic characteristics of system evolution, the
limitations of human cognition, and the restriction of the economic and technical
conditions, which results in the uncertain systems of insufficient and inaccurate
information being almost universal. When the complexity of system is growing, the
accurate and meaningful description ability of system features we made will reduce
accordingly. Thus, when dealing with complex things, sometimes a detailed model is
not the most effective method. Despite the objective system is complex, part of
information is clear, while information is not clear, we still can implement the exact
description and cognition of the function of the objective system through the
development of the part of the known information.
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Marine traffic engineering considers that, navigation safety is a large and complex
multi-factor dynamic system of "man - machine (ship) - environment - management",
in this system, any unsafe factors are likely to lead to the maritime traffic accidents.
(Zhang, 2011, p. 25) Maritime navigation safety is related to many factors and
restriction, but it is difficult to find all the specific factors affecting navigation safety,
which means that the information which affecting navigation safety is not clear and
complete enough. At the same time, the impacts of various factors on the navigation
safety are different, so that the relationship between each element of the system and
the impact of each factor on navigation safety remains uncertain. This conforms to
the features of grey system theory, "part of the information is clear, some information
is not clear". That is to say, for the aspect of navigation safety, it still stays in a status
of the incomplete information system, so, grey system theory is the most suitable
analytical and evaluation method. In view of the grey characteristics of marine traffic
system, one can regard the marine traffic system as a grey system for risk
assessment.

6.2 The hierarchical structure of navigation risk assessment

Based on the preceding chapters about the research of navigation risk factors in the
water area of Bohai, the author analyzes the various factors of navigation safety, and
establishes a navigation risk assessment index system. This thesis divides the
navigation risk assessment index system into three levels within a hierarchical
structure: The highest level of risk is the navigation risk. The second level includes
hydrometeorology, route conditions, vessel traffic, and maritime supervision. The
third level includes wind, waves, current, visibility, sea ice; the depth of water,
islands and reefs, obstruction, oil platform; traffic flow, vessel density, encounter
conditions, traffic accidents, fishing activities; vessel traffic service, assistant
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navigation facilities, port security system, water area planning.

6.3 The assessment of target weight

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a combination of qualitative and quantitative
analysis. This can be used for the analysis of a multi-target and multi-principle,
complex and large system. The basic principle of AHP method is based on the nature
of problem and the target, in accordance with the internal logic relations, the problem
is decomposed into different factors (index), and according to the influence of factors
(index) and the different hierarchical aggregation and combination based on
subordinate relations, that form a multi-level analysis structure model. (Zheng, 1996,
pp. 12-16) Then, for the relative importance of factors (index) in each level, the
author uses the information and values of experts in this field, in order to compare
two index of the same level, because these experts have been working for a long time
in front-line of shipping management in Bohai Sea, rich experience can achieve the
basic reaction to the objective facts and can reflect the importance of every index,
use mathematical method to determine the weights of relative importance sequence
of all index in each level. Eventually, the system analysis comes down to the
determination of the weights of relative importance or the sequence of relative merits
about the bottom level relative to the top level, and as the basis of evaluation and
options. The whole process of analytic hierarchy process (AHP) can reflect the basic
characteristics of analysis, judgments in the human decision and thinking activities,
and express and process the subjective comparison and judgment of people in the
form of quantity. Marine traffic system is a complex system of multiple variables. In
risk assessment, in order to highlight the main influence factors and objectively and
reasonably evaluate ship’s safety condition, one can use the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) method to calculate the weight of index. In process of determining the
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importance of each index about navigation risk, this thesis obtains expert opinion
extensively, especially experienced captains. According to the quantitative scale of
analytic hierarchy process (AHP), we judge the contribution to the target of each
factor, construct the judgment matrix, and use AHP to determine the weight of each
index.

6.3.1 The construction of judgment matrix

Judgment matrix is the most basic information of AHP; meanwhile, it is also the
most important basis to calculate the priority weight of each factor.

A,A ,
Take the fact that dominance relationship exists between CK and 1 2

, An

of

its next level as an example, using the ratio from1 to 9 for assignment of the relative
importance of each element, establish the judgment matrix for comparison between
every two elements of

A1 , A2 ,

, An

based on the judgment criterion of

CK .

The meaning of each ratio is shown in Table 6-1.
Judgment matrix is written as A, and shown as follows:

Table 6-1 The meaning of each ratio
Ratio

Meaning

1

Compared two factors, factor i has the same importance with factor j.

3

Compared two factors, factor I is slightly more important than factor j.

5

Compared two factors, factor I is obviously more important than factor j.

7

Compared two factors, factor i is highly more important than factor j.

9

Compared two factors, factor I is extremely more important than factor j.
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2,4,6,8
Reciprocal

Compared two factors, the medium value of the above two adjacent judgment.

b ji

is the comparative judgment between factor j and factor i, i.e.

b ji  1

bij

Source: Compiled by the author.

CK

1

j

n

1

a11

a1 j

a1n

i

ai1

aij

ain

n

an1

anj

ann

In order to accurately reflect the importance degree of various factors in marine
traffic system, one need to compare the relative importance between every two
elements of each level, give the judgment, and write in matrix with the numerical
representation.

6.3.2 Weight calculation

On the basis of the information of judgment, we can calculate the priority weights of
the relative importance of the corresponding elements of the same level relative to
the element of upper level, so that we can determine the relative priority.

The calculation of the priority ranking is relatively simple; using the eigenvalue
method of the ranking weight vector can come true. Judgment matrix A is satisfied
with the formula A·W=

max ·W, and calculate the largest eigenvalue max and the

corresponding eigenvector W, this eigenvector is the priority weight under the single
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criterion.

In accordance with the above method, the weights of each level are shown in Table
6-2 to Table 6-6.

Table 6-2 Weights of the second level
Factor

Weight

Hydrometeorology

0.16

Route conditions

0.38

Vessel traffic

0.24

Maritime supervision

0.22

Source: Compiled by the author.

Table 6-3 Weights of the third level（hydrometeorology）
Factor

Single-factor weight

Combination weight

Wind

0.16

0.0256

Waves

0.16

0.0256

Current

0.22

0.0352

Visibility

0.28

0.0448

Sea ice

0.18

0.0288

Source: Compiled by the author.

Table 6-4 Weights of the third level（route conditions）
Factor

Single-factor weight

Combination weight

The depth of water

0.26

0.0988

Islands and reefs

0.21

0.02798
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Obstruction

0.23

0.0874

Oil platform

0.30

0.0114

Source: Compiled by the author.

Table 6-5 Weights of the third level（vessel traffic）
Factor

Single-factor weight

Combination weight

Traffic flow

0.20

0.0480

Vessel density

0.22

0.0528

Encounter conditions

0.24

0.0576

Traffic accidents

0.17

0.0408

Fishing activities

0.17

0.0408

Source: Compiled by the author.

Table 6-6 Weights of the third level（maritime supervision）
Factor

Single-factor weight

Combination weight

Vessel traffic service

0.28

0.0616

0.27

0.0594

Port security system

0.22

0.0484

Water area planning

0.23

0.0506

Assistant navigation
facilities

Source: Compiled by the author.

6.3.3 Consistency checks

The so-called consistency is that in the process of paired comparison, it is difficult to
achieve on all fours. In fact, a certain degree of inconsistency exists in any paired
comparison. In order to deal with consistency problem, AHP needs to determine the
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degree of consistency in paired comparison to judge whether it can be accepted.

According to the consistency ratio CR, one can check the consistency of judgment
matrix.

CR 
CI 

CI
RI

max  n
n 1

In the formula,

is the concordance index of judgment matrix； RI is

the mean random consistency index. The mean random consistency index of each
order matrix whose sample size is 500 is shown in Table 6-7.

Table 6-7 Mean random consistency index
N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

RI

0

0

0.58

0.9

1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

1.45

Source: Compiled by the author.

When the confidence level is 90%, the critical value table about the consistency
index CI of judgment matrix is shown in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8 Critical value
Matrix
dimension

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.049

0.092

0.122

0.142

0.161

0.169

0.178

The
critical
value of

CI
Source: Wang, J. (2013). Unpublished handouts, Dalian Maritime University, Dalian, China

In order to check, one can compare the critical value CI with the calculated value
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CI ; when the calculated value CI is not more than the critical value CI of the

same order, the consistency of judgment matrix is considered to be acceptable.

According to the above checking method, check the consistency of single ranking of
three levels. The consistency ratio CR is less than the critical value CI , which
means the consistency of single ranking of each level is satisfying.

6.4 Grey risk assessment model

The grey characteristics of marine traffic system show that: using the grey system
theory to establish the risk assessment of navigation safety theory model is feasible
and necessary. This thesis adopts grey cluster assessment method.

6.4.1 Grey system theory

Grey system theory is established by Chinese scholar Deng Julong in 1982; it is a
kind of new method to study the uncertain problem of poor information. The object
of study is “small sample” of “part of the information is known, the partial
information is unknown" or uncertain system of "poor information". Through the
development of "part" of the known information, extract valuable information to
achieve a correct description and effective monitoring of system operation and
evolvement rules. After 20 years of development, the grey system theory of system
analysis, evaluation, modeling, forecasting, decision-making, control, optimization of
structure system has been established, and is widely used in the military, economic,
social, agriculture, meteorology and other fields. (Liu, 2010)
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Grey clustering assessment according to the cluster objects can be divided into grey
relevancy clustering and grey whitenization weight function clustering. Due to the
different cluster objects, they are suitable for different research purposes. Through
grey relevancy clustering analysis of the typical sampling data, one can check the
relationship between a number of closely related factors, which can be used for a
certain factor to represent those closely related factors and make the information is
not subject to heavy loss; it is suitable for reducing the collection of variable and
saving money before the widespread investigation. Through grey whitenization
weight function clustering analysis, one can check the observed object to see whether
it belongs to the different categories of setting in advance, so that one can distinguish
the observed objects; it is more suitable for decision-making research.

The purpose of this thesis is to use grey theory to complete the risk assessment of
navigation safety, in view of this, choose grey whitenization weight function fixed
weight clustering method.

In the grey whitenization weight function fixed weight clustering method, there are
several important steps:

First, determine the assessment grey, and according to the requirement, determine the
grey number（ s ）. Each index divides into s number of the grey.

Second, according to the research background of practical problems, give the
whitenization
（ j  1, 2,

weight

, m; k  1, 2,

function

f jk (.)

, s ）.
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of

index

j

,

subclass

k

Then, according to the formula, calculate the comprehensive clustering coefficient

 kj

, which belongs to the grey k （ k  1, 2,

, s ）,

 kj   f jk  xij   j
m

j 1

f jk (.)

is the whitenization weight function of index j , subclass k ; ηj is the

weight of index j in the comprehensive clustering. According to

max    
1 k  s

k
i

k*
i

,

*
judge the object i whether belongs to the grey k ; when several objects all belong
*
to the grey k , can further determine the merits or rankings of several objects which
*
all belong to the grey k according to the size of the comprehensive clustering

coefficients.

In the grey whitenization weight function fixed weight clustering method, the key to
solve the problem is that: in-depth study, practically analyze the mechanism of index,
and give appropriate whitenization weight function. Whitenization weight function of
grey theory include: typical whitenization weight function, the lower measure
whitenization weight function, the moderate measure whitenization weight function,
and the upper measure whitenization weight function.

In this study, according to previous literature and expert consultation, the lower
measure whitenization weight function, the moderate measure whitenization weight
function and the upper measure whitenization weight function are suitable for the
index of navigation problems.

According to the requirements of the grey theory, based on the analysis of the factors
of navigation risk, we can determine the assessment grey, at the same time; the index
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is divided into the corresponding grey according to the grey number. Then judge the
grey standard of each index, and recommend the range of each index, in order to
establish a model of navigation risk assessment based on grey system theory.

6.4.2 Determine the assessment grey

Combining with the often used clustering assessment level, one can use the
assessment grey of level 5, the sequence number of the grey is k（ k  1, 2,3, 4,5 ）, to
represent the lowest, lower, medium, higher, highest risk of navigation, respectively.

6.4.3 Obtain the whitenization weight function

According to the analysis and rating of the factors of navigation risk in the water area
of Bohai, one can make the grey assessment of each index, and determine the
whitenization weight function of subclass of each index as follows:

(1) The index of hydrometeorology
The corresponding relation between hydrometeorology and the level of navigation
risk is covered in chapter 2, and the membership curves are shown in Figure 6-1.

lowest

lower

medium

higher

2

3

4

highest

1

0

1
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5

Figure 6-1 Membership curves of the index of hydrometeorology
Source: Compiled by the author.

The whitenization weight function of each grey of the index of hydrometeorology is:
Lowest risk:

f11j  , ,1, 2

Lower risk：

f12j 1, 2, ,3

Medium risk：

；

；

f13j  2,3, , 4

Higher risk：

f14j 3, 4, ,5

Highest risk:

f15j 3,5, , 

；

；
。

(2) The index of route conditions
The corresponding relation between route conditions and the level of navigation risk
is covered in chapter 3, with the membership curves shown in Figure 6-2.

lowest

lower

medium

2

3

highest

higher

1

0

1

4

5

Figure 6-2 Membership curves of the index of route conditions
Source: Compiled by the author.

The whitenization weight function of each grey of the index of route conditions is:
Lowest risk:

f 21j  , ,1, 2

；
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Lower risk：

f 22j 1, 2, ,3

Medium risk：

；

f 23j  2,3, , 4

Higher risk：

f 24j 3, 4, ,5

Highest risk:

f 25j 3,5, , 

；

；
。

(3) The index of vessel traffic
The corresponding relation between vessel traffic and the level of navigation risk is
covered in chapter 4, with the membership curves shown in Figure 6-3.

lowest

lower

medium

2

3

highest

higher

1

0

1

4

5

Figure 6-3 Membership curves of the index of vessel traffic
Source: Compiled by the author.

The whitenization weight function of each grey of the index of vessel traffic is:

f31j  , ,1, 2

Lowest risk：
Lower risk：

f32j 1, 2, ,3

Medium risk：
Higher risk：
Highest risk：

；

；

f33j  2,3, , 4

f34j 3, 4, ,5

；

；

f35j  4,5, , 

。
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(4) The index of maritime supervision
The corresponding relation between maritime supervision and the level of navigation
risk is covered in chapter 5, with the membership curves shown in Figure 6-4.
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5

Figure 6-4 Membership curves of the index of maritime supervision
Source: Compiled by the author.

The whitenization weight function of each grey of the index of maritime supervision
is:
Lowest risk:

f 41j  , ,1, 2

Lower risk：

f 42j 1, 2, ,3

Medium risk：
Higher risk：
Highest risk：

；

；

f 43j  2,3, , 4

f 44j 3, 4, ,5

；

；

f 45j  4,5, , 

。

6.4.4 Calculate the clustering coefficient

According to the formula, calculate the comprehensive clustering coefficient
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 kj

,

which belongs to the grey k （ k  1, 2,3, 4,5 ）,

 kj   f jk  xij   j
m

j 1

f jk (.)

is the whitenization weight function of index j , subclass k ; ηj is the

weight of index j in the comprehensive clustering.

6.4.5 Comprehensive assessment

According to the principle of maximum membership degree, judge the object i
*
whether belongs to the grey k , i.e.

m a x   
1 k  s

k
i

k*
i

*
According to this assessment method, when several objects all belong to the grey k ,

one can further determine the merits or rankings of several objects which all belong
*
to the grey k according to the size of the comprehensive clustering coefficients.

The result of assessment model according to the above steps is to establish
quantitative and reliable statistics; it can provide a scientific basis for vessel
department and management agencies to master the status of ship safety.
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Chapter 7 Navigation Risk Analysis and Suggestion

7.1 Navigation risk analysis in the water area of Bohai

According to the longitude and latitude, the water area of Bohai can be divided into
97 areas (20 nmile x 20 nmile). From the aspects of hydrometeorology, routes
conditions, vessel traffic, maritime supervision, the author uses these information and
data to identify the factors of navigation risk. And then based on the risk assessment
model of grey theory, we can get the level of navigation risk for each area. However,
from the absolute value of the level of risk, we can not intuitively see the differences
between each area. Therefore, finally using normalization method, each area is given
relative value of the level of risk. And the level of risk is plotted on a chart according
to the different colors (red, orange, blue, green, white 5 kinds of color, as shown in
Table 7-1), before is the chart of navigation relative risk in the water area of Bohai,
as shown in Figure 7-1.

Table 7-1 Corresponding relations between the level of risk and color
Color

White

Green

Blue

Orange

Red

Level of risk

Lowest

Lower

Medium

Higher

Highest

Source: Compiled by the author.
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Figure 7-1 Navigation relative risk in the water area of Bohai
Source: Compiled by the author.

Figure 7-1 shows that, in the water area of Bohai, the highest relative risk water areas
are Laotieshan Channel, Changshan Channel, etc; higher relative risk water areas are
the water area near Laotieshan Channel and Changshan Channel, Tianjin Port,
Jingtang Port, the north of Liaodong Bay waters, etc; medium relative risk water
areas are the west and the north of Laotieshan Channel waters, the west of
Changshan Channel waters, Tianjin Port, the east of Jingtang Port waters,
Qinhuangdao Port, and Yingkou Port waters etc.

According to the results of risk analysis, the critical areas of navigation in the water
area of Bohai can be determined as follows. Critical area 1: the scope is located in
the southwest of the lighthouse of Laotieshan about 15 nmile. They are the routes
entering in and out of Bohai Sea, the separation and intersection area. From here the
traffic flow can be divided into five traffic flows to Huanghua, Tianjin, Jingtang Port,
Qinhuangdao Port and ports of the northeast respectively. Meanwhile, it is also the
intersection area of sailing east and south. This area is also one of the most important
international ships going in and out of Bohai Sea, and the difficulty of collision
avoidance is harder. Critical area 2: the scope is located in the southeast of the
lighthouse of Dagu about 20 nmile, and is the most important turning point going in
and out of Tianjin Port and Caofeidian Port, it is also near anchorage of huge vessels.
Fishing density is bigger, the number of coastal sand carrier and salt carrier is large,
and the pilot vessels move across this area. Critical area 3: the scope is located in the
middle of the water area of Bohai, and is the intersection area of entering in and out
of Huanghua Port from Laotieshan Channel, going in and out of Tianjin Port from
Changshan Channel and Longkou Port-the northeast route. Meanwhile, it is the dense
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region of oil platforms. Fishing is also very intensive, and this area is always affected
by north wind and northwest wind intensely. Critical area 4: the scope is located in
the east of Jingtang Port about 20 nmile, and is the intersection area of going in and
out of Jingtang Port and coastal northeast – southwest. This area is greatly influenced
by current and tide, coastal fishing vessels are intensive, and it is greatly affected by
northwest wind, so that the difficulties of maneuvering are larger. Critical area 5: the
scope is located in the west of Yingkou Port about 30 nmile. As the border of
northern military area, this area is influenced by shallow waters of Liao River and
floating ice in winter when ships going in and out of Yingkou Port and Bayuquan
Port, and is densely covered by shoals, fishing boats and fishing nets.

7.2 The suggestion of navigation safety in the water area of Bohai

1. In view of the bad weather conditions, we should establish contingency plans for
severe weather, avoid the risk of encounter and confrontation as early as possible,
and prepare for emergency. Take severe weather conditions such as cold winds for
example, we should copy the weather forecast in time, analyze the weather and
deploy the work to prevent cold winds in advance. After receiving and analyzing the
weather forecast information carefully, if comprehensive analysis is unsafe, we
should firmly take shelter, forbid paralysis and blind sailing. In rough sea, we should
guarantee the cargos are secured in advance; when necessary, the captain can
decisively decide to anchor in safe waters. We must not ignore the navigation safety
due to the short distance and near the shore. In China, several marine perils have
happened because of the shifting of cargos in rough sea, and enough attention should
be paid. In rough sea, buoys and light vessels are likely to shift; therefore we should
pay more attention to strengthen to watch, drive carefully, and diligently measure the
ship position to avoid ship yaw grounding and stranding. Laotieshan Channel and
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Chengshantou Channel are one of the largest intersection water areas, in which
stormy waves and swells are great, so crews should drive carefully to ensure the
navigation safety. In the heavy fog, the crews should properly use radar, because
visibility is low and risk is high when sailing in the fog. When surrounding visibility
is not clear, crews should slow down or stop to avoid running a risk in the case of
poor visibility. When the ship is sailing in ice, the crews should choose the right
speed according to the quantity and thickness of ice. Normal speed in appropriate
when ice is small; slow speed when ice is large; the speed decreased with the
increasing quantity of ice. The speed should be slower at night than it in daytime.

2. The situation maritime safety of Bohai Sea is not optimistic at present, and marine
perils happen occasionally. This urges the authorities to strengthen traffic
management, and regulate the behavior of marine traffic to make the water area of
Bohai Sea regulated and systematized. Implementation of vessel traffic separation
scheme can reduce the risk, and so far it is still one of the most effective solutions in
shipping industry. In navigable areas of high risk, a reasonable and effective vessel
traffic separation scheme should be established base on the information of the
observation of traffic flow and the survey of customary route. At the same time, it
should be guaranteed that the passing ships conform to vessel traffic separation
scheme or not, whether fishing vessels work in designated areas, whether the passing
vessels have the risk of collision between each other and sends appropriate warnings,
in order to strengthen the management of vessel flow in Laotieshan Channel and so
on through the supervision by VTS.

3. We should obey the traffic rules, especially in dense area. Relevant personnel
should strictly abide by the provisions relating to navigation. Relevant personnel
should leave sufficient leeway, avoid blind maneuvering and unnecessary overtaking,
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and take appropriate measures effectively as early as possible to avoid an urgent
situation. We should resolutely resist moving into opposite channel to ensure
navigation safety. Ships should sail in their own channel. In vessel traffic separation
scheme, speed is not allowed to exceed 10 kn, and ships should keep a safe distance;
the ship should sail on the right side of the channel based on the actual situation of
traffic flow as possible to avoid the risk of collision; when the weather is bad, crews
especially need to notice the surrounding ships dynamic, if necessary, slow down the
speed to determine whether the ship is in the risk of collision.

4. MSA should do a good job in maritime early warning for bad weather and disaster
weather, perfect the monitoring equipment, and strengthen for the monitoring ability
for ship traffic. VTS need to strengthen management for blind area, especially in the
case of the expansion of blind area in the bad weather, and should strengthen the
effective use of VHF (Very High Frequency) telephone. In addition, MSA must also
need to strengthen the inspection of stowage, to ensure that the ship's stability
conforms to the regulation. It is strictly prohibited to overload, and the ship
conditions should be carefully checked before sailing, to ensure the low-risk
seaworthiness.

5. We should establish modern three-dimensional rescue system, and be equipped
with advanced search and rescue facilities, improve the response speed of search and
rescue, in order to set up an omni-directional coverage and all-weather running
rescue system. At the same time, we should strengthen and improve rescue report for
effectively and rapid rescue.

6. Strengthen the management of critical areas. In the water area of Bohai, the safety
situation of each area is not the same; some should comprehensively analyze the
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navigation environment and earnestly pay attention to the navigation safety of critical
areas, and navigate carefully. When entering into critical areas, we should strengthen
the duty schedule, choose experienced sailors and officers who have considerable
experience of collision avoidance, if necessary, the captain need to personally
command. When the ship sailing near the islands and reef, crews often should check
the ship position, and determine whether sailing in the plan route. Especially after the
collision avoidance, ships need to be promptly returned to the plan route, in case it
produces risk.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion

This thesis analyzes the types and levels of risk through collecting the information of
navigation environment and water traffic conditions in the water area of Bohai, and
the critical areas of navigation in the water area of Bohai can be determined as
follows: Critical area 1: the scope is located in the southwest of the lighthouse of
Laotieshan about 15 nmile. It is the routes entering in and out of Bohai Sea and the
separation and intersection area. Critical area 2: the scope is located in the southeast
of the lighthouse of Dagu about 20 nmile, and is the most important turning point
going in and out of Tianjin Port and Caofeidian Port. Critical area 3: the scope is
located in the middle of the water area of Bohai, and is the intersection area of
entering in and out of Huanghua Port from Laotieshan Channel, going in and out of
Tianjin Port from Changshan Channel and Longkou Port-the northeast route. Critical
area 4: the scope is located in the east of Jingtang Port about 20 nmile, and is the
intersection area of going in and out of Jingtang Port and coastal northeast southwest. Critical area 5: the scope is located in the west of Yingkou Port about 30
nmile, and it is the border of northern military area. And the author lastly puts
forward the corresponding countermeasures to reduce risk especially for the critical
areas to ensure the navigation safety in the water area of Bohai in order to improve
the effect of maritime supervision.
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